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Drivers who appreciate luxury will be delighted with the latest offering to roll off the Lexus lot. With a
distinguished identity combined with superior design and strategically curated functionality, the 2022 Lexus ES
holds court in the game of style and comfort. The new model comes replete with a new updated design,
sophisticated performance, modern interiors and innovative amenities that cater to guests’ every need.
With distinctive flair and intelligence, the ES will escort drivers seeking new horizons and adventures in a
refined, elegant yet comfortable atmosphere.
Explore how the all-new Lexus ES is driving unforgettable experiences.
Gifted in Gadgets

Imagine initiating functions with a touch of a finger; that’s the ease that the ES offers. A variety of sophisticated
flourishes and tech-savvy amenities add allure to the Lexus ES. The standard 8.0-inch and the 12.3-inch
multimedia panels now feature touch-screen functionality. The multimedia display has now been moved
forward 4.3-inches and features touch-screen functionality, to enhance intuitive driver and front passenger
interaction.
Safety Matters

Slip behind the wheel and enjoy the open road with the Lexus Safety System+ 2.5 (LSS+ 2.5) that includes
enhancements to the Pre-Collision System, which features the Pedestrian Detection and Bicyclist Detection,
both of which expand the driver’s response range with an enhancement to the lens camera and millimeter-wave
radar elements. When riding on a windy path, Curve-Speed Reduction can automatically reduce the vehicle’s
speed, if needed, on certain curves. And the upgraded Electronically Controlled Brake System, available on ES
hybrid models, improves pedal feeling when the brake pedal is released.
Forward Thinking

Driving should never be stressful. With intuitive features like Intersection Turning Assist, driving the Lexus ES
can be worry-free and enjoyable experience that provides optimal peace of mind.
The Road Sign Assist feature allows the collection of certain physical road sign data to be collected via a
camera and navigation map displayed on the multimedia screen, allowing guests to remain focused on their
journey. Intelligent High Beams detect preceding or oncoming vehicles and automatically switches between
high beam and low beam headlights – showcasing the ES as a frontrunner in roadway courtesy.
Comfort Never Compromised

Comfort is synonymous with luxury. In the Lexus ES, seamless cabin integration is achieved through a sleek,
streamlined instrument panel — providing a comfortable driving experience where guests have everything
within reach. In addition, the shape of the brake pedal on all ES models improves foot stability, ensuring drivers
remain confidently in control.
Modern Meets Elegant

The heart and soul of the ES lies within its signature design. “Seat in Control” is a unique ES concept that
allows guests to see and feel everything they need from the moment they enter the car.
The sedan also boasts a vibrant exterior color palette. For 2022, nine striking colors are available, including
Eminent White Pearl, Obsidian, Caviar, Moonbeam Beige Metallic, Sunlit Green, and Nightfall Mica, as well as
F SPORT exclusive Ultra White and Ultrasonic Blue 2.0 — elevating the allure. Two new exterior colors,
Iridium and Cloudburst Gray, replace Silver Lining, Atomic Silver and Nebula Gray to round out the robust
offerings.
This new model also introduces the first-ever ES 300h F SPORT grade. Adding the sporty option demonstrates
Lexus’ commitment to offering guests choices that complement their diverse lifestyles and interests.
The 2022 Lexus ES reminds drivers that it’s not just about the destination, but also the journey.
You can find more information about the 2022 Lexus ES, here.

